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The Synaptomic Theory of Behavior and Brain Disease
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The purpose of this article is to outline a new molecular and synaptic theory of behavior called the “synaptomic theory,” named because it is centered on the synaptome—the complement of synapses in the brain. Synaptomic theory posits that synapses are structures of high molecular complexity and vast diversity that are observable in maps of the brain and that these synaptome maps are fundamental to behavior. Synaptome maps are a means of writing or storing information that can be retrieved by the patterns of activity that stimulate synapses. Synaptome maps have the capacity to store large amounts of information, including multiple representations within the same map. The dynamic properties of synapses allow synaptome maps to store dynamic sequences of representations that could serve to program behavioral sequences. Synaptome maps are genetically programmed and experience-dependent, thereby storing innate and learned behaviors, respectively. Although learning occurs by modification of the synapse proteome, it does not require long-term potentiation (LTP) of synaptic weight or growth of new synapses, and the theory predicts that LTP modulates information recall. The spatial architecture of synaptome maps arise from an underlying molecular hierarchy linking the genome to the supramolecular assembly of proteins into complexes and supercomplexes. This molecular hierarchy can explain how genome evolution results in the behavioral repertoire of the organism. Mutations disrupting this molecular hierarchy change the architecture of synaptome maps, potentially accounting for the behavioral phenotypes associated with neurological and psychiatric disorders.

The synaptic theory is set against the backdrop of the classical connectionist theory of behavior, which has dominated neuroscience for the past century and was born in an era before any knowledge of the molecular biology of the brain (Tanzi 1893; Hebb 1949; Kandel 1976). In contrast, synaptomic theory is based on findings collected during the past 30 years of research into the molecular biology of synapses.

The emphasis of the connectionist theory of behavior is on the anatomical circuitry and the role of stable synaptic strength or synaptic “weight.” The main features of the connectionist theory are (i) neurons are the fundamental biological building blocks; (ii) neurons are branched, electrically active cells with axons sending and dendrites receiving the nerve impulses; (iii) the synapse is the junction that connects the axon terminal of one neuron to the dendrite of another neuron; (iv) each behavior uses a circuit made up of stable connected neurons; and (v) learning occurs by an increase in the stable synaptic strength between neurons. The term “connectome” has become popular in recent years to describe the complete anatomical circuitry in the brain, whereas the “synaptome” refers to the complete set of molecular subtypes of synapses in the brain (Zhu et al. 2018).

The synaptomic theory centers on the molecular properties of synapses, their diversity, and their capacity to process information in temporal patterns of neural activity (Zhu et al. 2018). The main features of the synaptomic theory are (i) different types and subtypes of synapses are defined by their proteome composition, and the location of these synapses is described in synaptome maps; (ii) synapse diversity and its organization into synaptome maps is a mechanism of storing information (rather than synaptic weight in the connectionist theory); (iii) the information that is stored in the molecular composition of synapses can be recalled or retrieved by the dynamic response of synapses to patterns of neural activity; (iv) the protein composition and its physical organization into complexes and supercomplexes in synapses are the building blocks of the synaptome and are programmed by genetic mechanisms; and (v) the complexes and supercomplexes are molecular machines that integrate, and therefore read, the temporally encoded information in patterns of neural impulses.

The connectionist theory has its roots in neuroanatomy and electrophysiology, whereas the synaptomic theory arises from studies of the molecular biology of the postsynaptic terminal of excitatory synapses. The reason why the postsynaptic terminal of excitatory synapses must be fundamentally important in behavior is that it is the first point on the neuron’s surface where information is received and processed. The information arrives in the form of pulses of neurotransmitter from the adjacent presynaptic terminal and it is the temporal patterns of these pulses that is the currency or “neural code” for information transfer in nervous systems (Adrian 1928). The postsynaptic terminal of mammalian excitatory synapses is characterized by a protrusion from the dendrite, called a dendritic spine, and this houses the proteins collectively known as the postsynaptic proteome (PSP). Here, I will briefly summarize six insights from our studies of the PSP that set the stage for the synaptomic theory.
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The PSP Has High Molecular Complexity

The proteome of the postsynaptic terminal of vertebrate excitatory synapses has an inordinately high complexity, with more than 1000 highly conserved proteins encoded by as many genes (Husi et al. 2000; Peng et al. 2004; Collins et al. 2005, 2006; Emes et al. 2008; Bayés et al. 2011, 2012, 2017; Emes and Grant 2011; Distler et al. 2014). The actual protein complexity of the postsynaptic terminal of excitatory synapses is 100-fold more than was expected based on the molecular requirements of the connectionist theories in the 1990s. Why does the PSP need to be so complex? The many proteins and protein complexes in the PSP perform computations in response to temporal patterns of neurotransmitter pulses and modulate many signaling pathways controlling synaptic strength, structural changes, protein turnover, translation, and transcription (Coba et al. 2009; Kopanitsa et al. 2018). In other words, the synapse should be viewed as a highly complex “computer” and not just the simple connector maintaining synaptic weight as portrayed in the connectionist theory.

The PSP Is Organized into Multiprotein Complexes

Studies of the physical organization of the PSP show that the many and diverse protein types that it contains are organized within supramolecular multiprotein complexes and supercomplexes (complexes of complexes) (Husi and Grant 2001; Frank et al. 2016, 2017; Frank and Grant 2017). These complexes are complicated molecular machines that are made from the different proteins, and their cognate domains contribute many discrete biochemical properties that produce the overall integrative function of the complexes. The supercomplex family assembled by the scaffold protein PSD95 (referred to as PSD95 supercomplexes or MASC [MAGUK-associated signaling complexes]) are the prototype postsynaptic signaling complex (Husi et al. 2000; Husi and Grant 2001; Fernández et al. 2009, 2017; Frank et al. 2016, 2017; Frank and Grant 2017). These supercomplexes vary in size between one and three megaDaltons and are clustered in the postsynaptic terminal beneath the presynaptic active zone where neurotransmitter is released. PSD95 is a member of the membrane-associated guanylate kinase (MAGUK) family of multidomain scaffold proteins and forms dimers that bind to a diverse range of neurotransmitter receptors, ion channels, signaling enzymes, membrane-spanning adhesion proteins, and cytoskeletal proteins. Using genome engineering in mice, I and the members of my laboratory have systematically modified more than 50 proteins in the PSP, studied their roles in synapse physiology and behavior, and found that PSD95 supercomplex proteins have the strongest phenotypes, attesting to the central functional role of these molecular machines (Komiyama et al. 2018; Kopanitsa et al. 2018).

The hierarchical assembly of individual proteins into complexes and then supercomplexes is not a promiscuous process but is governed by genetic mechanisms (Fig. 1; Frank et al. 2016, 2017; Frank and Grant 2017). Those governing supramolecular assembly act in concert with the genetic regulatory mechanisms that determine the level and age of gene expression to control the composition of synapse proteomes in different cell types and brain regions (Skene et al. 2017; Roy et al. 2018a,b). Importantly, these mechanisms determine the combinations of proteins in the supramolecular assemblies, and these in turn are distributed into different synapses to generate synapse diversity (Zhu et al. 2018). Thus, the genetic mechanisms controlling the assembly of multiprotein complexes are fundamental to the diversity of synapses in the brain.

High Synapse Diversity Is Organized into Synaptome Maps

From a molecular perspective the synapse is a very large structure, and a single dendritic spine of a CA1 pyramidal neuron could house approximately 100,000 individual proteins and at least 100 PSD95 supercomplexes, and spines in cortical neurons are several-fold larger still. At the 2018 Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Symposium, I
presented the first brain-wide single-synapse resolution molecular maps of synapses in the mouse (Zhu et al. 2018). Using fluorescent microscopy of two proteins (PSD95 and SAP102), each labelling a different postsynaptic multiprotein signaling complex, I and the members of my laboratory examined approximately one billion synapses, cataloged them into 37 subtypes, and mapped their distributions across the mouse brain. This was the first description of the whole brain synaptome for any organism. This study revealed an astonishing degree of synapse diversity with the subtypes organized into an architecture at all scales from individual dendrites, cell types, and regions to the global systems-level architecture (Fig. 2). Moreover, the genetic rules that control the hierarchical assembly of proteins into complexes and supercomplexes also controlled the synaptome maps and synapse diversity. Synapse diversity and synaptome maps are exciting new dimensions that have not been considered in the context of the connectionist theory.

**Postsynaptic Signaling Complexes Read Time**

Perhaps the most fundamental discovery in neuroscience is that the temporal pattern of nerve impulses encodes all information and is the universal language for neuronal communication (Adrian 1928). The corollary is that there must be mechanisms in the brain that read these patterns of impulses, and the reading mechanism(s) are essential for generating all behavioral responses, perceptions, and thoughts. Synapses are exquisitely sensitive to patterns of nerve impulses and make instantaneous and transient adjustments to the amplitude of the postsynaptic currents triggered by each impulse (Segundo et al. 1963; Markram et al. 1998; Dittman et al. 2000; Abbott and Regehr 2004). This capacity is often described as short-term plasticity (STP), and proteins in both the pre- and postsynaptic terminal of synapses are required for STP. Particular patterns of nerve impulses can also lead to long-term stable modification of synaptic strength, and the most widely studied form of this plasticity is called long-term potentiation (LTP) (Abbott and Regehr 2004). PSD95 supercomplexes have been shown to control both STP and LTP (Migaud et al. 1998; Komiyama et al. 2002; Kopanitsa et al. 2018), reflecting their importance in reading the information in patterns of nerve impulses and adjusting synaptic strength on timescales from the instantaneous to an hour or more.

The naturally occurring trains of neural impulses are highly complex and can be described using a simplified syntax in which the time interval between a pair of impulses is a fundamental element from which more complex trains, such as bursts of several seconds duration, are built. In a recent study, we showed that different postsynaptic proteins are required for each temporal component of the basic syntax (Kopanitsa et al. 2018). In other words, different PSP proteins are required to read particular patterns of activity (Fig. 3A). This indicates that PSD95 supercomplexes and the overall PSP can extend temporal integration of long trains of activity beyond that of glutamate receptors alone because of the many protein components and their intrinsic and collective dynamics. A further striking result from the large-scale genetic study was that particular combinations of PSP proteins modulated (amplified or attenuated) each of the elements in the basic syntax and that the combinations of proteins in PSD95 supercomplexes were involved in reading all temporal features (Kopanitsa et al. 2018). These findings suggest that the genetic mechanisms that control the expression and supramolecular assembly of combinations of postsynaptic proteins ultimately control the capacity of synapses to detect and discriminate patterns of neural activity.
The PSP Controls the Innate and Learned Behavioral Repertoire

In mice and humans, mutations in PSP genes lead to many behavioral phenotypes in innate and learned behaviors. We performed a large-scale study of innate and learned behavior in mice carrying mutations in PSP genes and found that each behavior was controlled by a combination of PSP proteins (Komiyama et al. 2018). Each combination included proteins that were required to amplify or attenuate the respective behavior, revealing that the combinatorial mechanism tunes the magnitude of behavioral responses (Fig. 3B). The fact that innate and learned behaviors used the same combinatorial mechanism indicates that these classes of behavior are "encoded" by a common molecular and physiological mechanism. A striking feature of this combinatorial molecular mechanism is that it could be responsible for generating a vast number of different behaviors. The genes with the strongest phenotypes were those that encoded proteins found in PSD95 supercomplexes, again supporting the view that these are important molecular machines in the postsynaptic terminal.

A key feature of the connectionist theory is that long-term synaptic strength is a correlate of the behavioral magnitude and that increasing synaptic strength causes learning. However, there have been many studies showing that interference with synaptic proteins results in a dissociation between synaptic strength and learning (Bannerman et al. 1995, 2014; Hölscher 1997; Migaud et al. 1998; Zamanillo et al. 1999; Sanders and Fanselow 2003; Uekita and Okai-chi 2005; Horner et al. 2018). In our large-scale genetic study of PSP proteins (Komiyama et al. 2018; Kopanitsa et al. 2018), we asked if the magnitude or direction of synaptic potentiation in the hippocampal CA1 region correlated with hippocampus-dependent forms of learning and found a robust dissociation, indicating that there is not a causal relationship. These results pose a significant challenge to the connectionist theory’s explanation of learning and suggest that the PSP uses other physiological mechanisms to store and recall information that controls behavior.

The PSP Has Ancient Origins Predating the Neuron

The characterization of the PSP paved the way for the first systematic analysis of synapse evolution, and this led to questions about the central role of neurons and synaptic weight in behavior posited by the connectionist theory. We found that all major classes of synaptic protein evolved before the origin of neurons in unicellular organisms (Emes et al. 2008; Ryan and Grant 2009; Emes and Grant 2011, 2012; Bayés et al. 2017). The most ancient synaptic molecular machinery is postsynaptic proteins, which can be traced to the very earliest prokaryotic life-forms that lived ~3.5 billion years ago. These proteins include membrane-associated multiprotein signaling complexes—from which PSD95 supercomplexes evolved—and they control how prokaryotes respond to chemical signals and generate their diverse behavioral responses including spatial navigation. Remarkably, these ancient bacterial complexes achieve this by measuring the time interval between stimuli, which is the same function performed by vertebrate PSD95 supercomplexes in synapses, which are also required for spatial navigation in mice (Migaud et al. 1998). These findings are important because they point to the primacy and conservation of the PSP and multiprotein complexes over billions of years and across many phyla in which they control temporal integration of signals. Thus, the evolutionary studies support the view that the most fundamental building blocks of the behavioral repertoire are multiprotein signaling complexes and not the excitable neuron of the connectionist theory.

The evolutionary studies also revealed that there was a step increase in the complexity of the PSP early in the vertebrate lineage. This increase was generated by two whole-genome duplications ~550 million years ago and expanded each protein family (Emes et al. 2008; Ryan et al. 2008, 2013; Ryan and Grant 2009; Emes and Grant 2011, 2012; Nithianantharajah et al. 2013; Bayés et al. 2017). We showed that this increase in molecular complexity led to an increase in the complexity of the mammalian behavioral repertoire, a greater complexity in synapse responses to patterns of activity, and an increase...
in synapse diversity and complexity in the synaptome maps (Nithianantharajah et al. 2013; Ryan et al. 2013; Komiyama et al. 2018; Kopanitsa et al. 2018; Zhu et al. 2018). These findings underscore the view that PSP complexity and synaptome map architecture are the substrate for the behavioral repertoire. In the vertebrate lineage leading to teleost fish (including zebrafish) there was an additional genome duplication that generated distinct synapse types and functions (Bayés et al. 2017).

DEFINING FEATURES OF THE SYNAPTOMIC THEORY OF BEHAVIOR

Integrating the insights described above into a single unifying theory presented a challenge, but a common thread in all the biochemical, neuroanatomical, electrophysiological, and behavioral data sets was evident—that particular combinations of PSP proteins contribute to specific structures and functions. Recognizing that combinations of proteins build complexes and supercomplexes and these are then distributed into different synapse types provides a structural foundation for the physiological and behavioral functions (Fig. 1). Furthermore, because synapses composed of different proteins have different physiological responses to patterns of activity, the activity patterns associated with any given behavior will preferentially drive synapses in particular neurons, and these neurons can generate the relevant behavioral output. Hence, as a result of the molecular structural foundations, different activity patterns and behaviors will use particular combinations of proteins. It follows that the spatial distribution of synapse types within synaptome maps must be a mechanism for storing or representing innate or learned behaviors in different regions of the brain. The molecular evolutionary data also fits well within this framework, as the increase in vertebrate proteome complexity and synapse diversity would be expected to contribute to the greater behavioral complexity of vertebrates that has been observed. From these broader considerations, we can summarize the following specific features of the synaptomic theory:

• Information is “written” in the PSP of individual synapses.

• Information can be “read” or recalled from a synapse by the instantaneous modulation of responses occurring during patterns of activity.

• The complexity of the PSP endows each synapse with the ability to discriminate many patterns of activity, including complex trains.

• Synapses with different PSPs are specialized to maximally respond to (or select) specific patterns of activity.

• Synapse diversity is defined by combinations of PSP proteins and therefore information storage and recall are also defined by the same molecular combinatorial principles.

• Synapse diversity results from a series of genetic programs that assemble and distribute combinations of individual proteins, complexes, and supercomplexes into different synapses.

• Synaptome maps describe the spatial organization and architecture of synapse diversity.

• A synaptome map can generate many spatiotemporal outputs from incoming patterns of activity.

• The information stored in synaptome maps can be accessed by activity in local connected circuits or in widely distributed neuronal networks.

• The retrieval of information from synaptome maps can be suppressed by LTP of synaptic transmission.

• Mutations that change synapse diversity and synaptome maps result in altered spatiotemporal outputs in response to patterns of activity, thereby changing behavioral responses including those in genetic diseases.

In the following sections, I will illustrate how the synaptomic theory explains physiological and behavioral functions and will contrast some of the key differences in the synaptomic and connectionist theories. This contrast is not meant to imply that the synaptomic theory should supplant the connectionist theory, as, indeed, the two theories can coexist.

For the purposes of simplification and illustration, the synaptome in the connectionist theory is composed of similar synapses, whereas synapses are diverse in the synaptomic theory. The synapses in the connectionist theory are referred to as “stable” and those in the synaptomic theory as “dynamic,” meaning that their primary physiological function with respect to behavior is the maintenance of stable synaptic strength or dynamic instantaneous modulation (STP), respectively. Hence, the contrast will be between stable-similar and dynamic-diverse synapses.

THE RESPONSE OF A SYNAPTOME MAP TO PATTERNS OF ACTIVITY

Figure 4 illustrates the different outputs (excitatory post-synaptic current [EPSC]) of stable and dynamic synapses when presented with a train of activity. Note that the stable synapse maintains the same strength (EPSC amplitude) for the different pulses, whereas the dynamic synapses vary their strength depending on the interval of time from the preceding impulse. Furthermore, three dynamic synapse types (with different proteomes) are depicted that have different basal synaptic strength (indicated in the amplitude of the first EPSC response) and show differing strengths in response to the same temporal pattern. Thus, synapse molecular diversity gives different response profiles to the same pattern of activity. It also follows that the response profile reveals the molecular composition of the synapse proteome. In other words, the physiological response to a pattern of activity in dynamic synapses is a readout of the information stored in the proteome of the synapse.

Next, we will take these synapses and add the spatial dimension that is inherent in synaptome maps by creating a synaptome map of nine synapses (Fig. 5). The map depicted for the stable synapses contains nine synapses...
Figure 4. The response of stable and dynamic synapses to patterns of activity. The pattern of activity in the presynaptic axon is shown as a train of eight impulses (top). The postsynaptic output is the amplitude of the excitatory postsynaptic current. The amplitude of the stable synapse responses is invariant throughout the activity pattern, whereas the dynamic synapse’s output is dynamic and varies. Three subtypes of dynamic synapses are shown, each with a different response profile to the pattern of activity. The color key shows the magnitude of the response and corresponds to colors in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Spatiotemporal responses of synaptome maps to patterns of activity. Synaptome maps made from nine synapses are shown. (A) A synaptome map composed of stable-similar synapses (Type 1) produces invariant postsynaptic responses to the pattern of activity (corresponds to that shown in Fig. 4). (B) A synaptome map made from dynamic-diverse synapses (Types 2–4) produces a changing spatiotemporal output in response to the pattern of activity. (C) The stable-similar synaptome map after LTP (potentiated synapses shown with superscript 1) produces invariant postsynaptic responses, similar to the unpotentiated synaptome in A. (D) The dynamic-diverse synaptome map after LTP shows a spatiotemporal output that has an attenuated range of amplitudes and therefore less information. Note that potentiated Type 2 and 3 synapses show differential responses before LTP (A) and the same response after LTP (D).
that are all similar (type 1) (Fig. 5, row A). The response to the pattern of activity (same as in Fig. 4) shows an invariant EPSC amplitude, consistent with their stability. In contrast, a synaptome map made from three dynamic-diverse synapse types (types 2–4) (Fig. 5, row B) shows a varying spatiotemporal pattern. The differences between the outputs of synaptome maps composed of stable-similar and dynamic-diverse synapses are striking: There is a lack of spatiotemporal information from the stable-similar synaptome and a rich spatiotemporal output from the dynamic-diverse synaptome. This reveals that synaptome maps of dynamic-diverse synapses store more information than stable-similar synapses. The temporal dimension is particularly interesting because the stable synaptome outputs are invariant and can be considered as “snapshots,” whereas the changing output in dynamic-diverse synaptomes generates a “movie” from the sequence of changing snapshots.

The spatiotemporal dynamic output of dynamic-diverse synaptomes has at least three important functional implications. First, a synaptome of dynamic-diverse synapses can store many more snapshots or representations than can a synaptome of stable-similar synapses. Second, these many representations can be multiplexed into a single synaptome map—the dynamic-diverse synaptome serves as a library of snapshots or representations. Third, the representations within this library can be recalled in a sequence that is determined by the pattern of activity. Each of these snapshots could drive a different motor action and hence the dynamic-diverse synaptome map could effectively program a sequence of behaviors (Fig. 6).

Another important feature of this theory is that it provides a very simple recall or memory retrieval mechanism. This is very appealing because there is a simple and direct relationship between information storage and recall: The information is stored in the synapse proteomes, and it is recalled by the pattern of neural activity. Or more broadly, information is written in the molecular composition of diverse synapses, and this information is read by the dynamic properties of the synapses in response to patterns of activity. Thus, the synaptomic theory provides a straightforward explanation for the recall of innate or learned behaviors and the generation of behavioral sequences, which are two fundamental properties of behavior that are not readily explained in the connectionist theory.

**LEARNING AND LTP IN THE SYNAPTOMIC THEORY**

There is a literature showing that learning induces changes in either the abundance or posttranslational modification of synapse proteins (for a review, see Asok et al. 2019). Any change in a synaptic protein that alters the dynamic response of a synapse will alter the spatial and temporal output of the synaptome. Unlike the connectionist theory, there is no need to change stable synaptic strength to store a memory in the synaptomic theory. Furthermore, as described in the previous section, a change in the proteome of synapses that occurs with learning could program a novel behavioral sequence, such as a set of new motor actions. In contrast with this simple and potentially very versatile mechanism, it is unclear how the connectionist theory can explain how a sequence of motor actions can be learned without invoking the formation of new sets of circuits for each step in the motor sequence, which would likely require major structural reorganization of brain. The connectionist theory relies on static synaptic weight and does not have a temporal dimension.

A central tenet of the connectionist theory is that learning generates a change in the stable synaptic strength between neurons, either by an LTP-like process or by an increase in the number of connections (Asok et al.
In the synaptomic theory, there is no need for these mechanisms as a change in the synapse proteome that changes the dynamic properties of the synapse is sufficient. This leads to the question: What might LTP do in the synaptomic theory? LTP is defined by an increase in the baseline stable synaptic strength, and this increase is associated with a diminished variance in the EPSC amplitude (Bekkers and Stevens 1990; Malinow and Tsien 1990; Kullmann and Nicoll 1992). We can then depict the effects that LTP will have on the output of synaptome maps exposed to patterns of activity in Figure 5C,D.

First, we will consider the effects of LTP on the stable-similar synaptome (Fig. 5A), where the potentiated synapses are indicted by the superscript 1 (Fig. 5C). The potentiated synaptome’s spatiotemporal response to the pattern of activity is identical to that of the unpotentiated synaptome, only the amplitude is greater. Next, consider the effect of potentiation on synaptomes composed of dynamic-diverse synapses (Fig. 5B,D): In addition to the increase in amplitude of the responses, there is a reduction in variance with the result that the differences between the diverse synapses is diminished, effectively reducing the spatiotemporal output of the synaptome map. LTP is effectively masking the information within the dynamic-diverse synaptome map and thus reducing the capacity to retrieve the information stored in the molecular composition of the synapse proteome. Thus, in the synaptomic theory, LTP is a modulatory mechanism that gates the retrieval or recall of behavioral representations stored in synaptomes. This view that LTP inhibits learning and recall is consistent with experimental evidence (McNaughton et al. 1986; Moser et al. 1998).

### BUILDING A REPERTOIRE OF BEHAVIORS

All animals use a diverse repertoire of behavioral responses to varied and changing environments. It has long been accepted that there are individual behavioral components and indeed nineteenth century naturalists and psychologists recognized that the behavioral repertoire of animals had an organization or structure in which elementary behaviors, such as reflexes, were basic building blocks for more complex instincts, higher forms of cognition, and ultimately consciousness (Spencer 1870; Darwin 1872; Romanes 1882; James 1890; Morgan 1891). The basic building blocks of the behavioral repertoire were further classified into innate (inherited) or learned responses (Tinbergen 1951; Lorenz 1965). There is also the necessity of deploying these behavioral components in an appropriate temporal sequence so as to produce relevant, coordinated action patterns. As illustrated in Figure 6, a mouse receives novel sensory inputs as it moves through its environment, and these generate distinct patterns of neural activity that trigger a continuously changing spatiotemporal output from a synaptome map, which could generate the behavioral sequence.

In addition to the capacity of a synaptome map to represent many different behaviors and behavioral sequences, the diversity of synaptome maps in specialized brain regions offers further opportunities to build a behavioral repertoire (Fig. 7A). We found that each brain region has a particular synaptome map (Zhu et al. 2018), and these distinct maps could contribute to different behaviors. In other words, synaptome maps in different neurons or brain regions that are made from different synapses could “build” an animal’s behavioral repertoire. The specialization of the synaptome in brain regions could arise during evolution by minor changes in gene regulation (e.g., point mutations in enhancer regions of genes) that change the expression of synaptic proteins, which would confer new behaviors. Thus, molecular evolution, rather than growth of new circuits as posited in the connectionist theory, could create or modify the behavioral repertoire.

### MUTATION AND DISEASE IN THE SYNAPTOMIC THEORY

The synaptome architecture is based on the hierarchical structural organization of combinations of proteins into complexes and supercomplexes and their distribution into synapses within a synaptome map (Frank et al. 2016, 2017; Frank and Grant 2017; Zhu et al. 2018), and this is the substrate for the physiological responses to patterns of neuronal activity. Therefore, mutations that interfere with the mechanisms controlling protein organization and distribution will result in different synaptome maps.
We established that mouse genetic models of schizophrenia and autism/intellectual disability result in widespread changes in the synaptome in many brain regions (Zhu et al. 2018). In addition to the direct impact of the loss of a particular protein on synapse diversity and synaptome maps, we discovered “synaptome reprogramming,” which is the change in synapse proteins in response to mutations in other genes. Our results suggest that altered synaptome maps will be a general feature of most—if not all—genetic brain disorders.

Synaptome mapping of different mutations will be important for comparing and contrasting different diseases. It might be expected that convergent phenotypes in polygenetic disorders such as autism and schizophrenia will be detected using synaptome mapping. These convergent phenotypes might be observed in selected types of synapses, brain regions, or cell types, all of which can be detected using synaptomic technology. There are approximately 1500 postsynaptic proteins in human synapses, and hundreds of their cognate genes are mutated in diseases (Bayés et al. 2011). In principle, it will be possible to categorize these diseases according to the similarity in their synaptomes.

Synaptome diversity raises the concept that each disease will have susceptible and resilient synapse subtypes. With the development of tools for synaptome mapping using multiple synapse protein markers, it will be feasible to quantify the susceptible and resilient synapse subtypes in diseases. Indeed, we expect that different diseases will be characterized by “signatures” of subtype pathology.

Synaptome maps offer a new perspective on Alzheimer’s disease and other neurodegenerative disorders, too, as these are diseases characterized by focal damage (e.g., plaques). The accumulation of these focal lesions will cause local loss of synapses and gradually degrade the synaptome map. The functional consequences of this will be to reduce the capacity of the map to represent behaviors with high fidelity, which may be relevant to the failure of memory recall or confusion that occurs in these disorders.

A future direction of research, with potential clinical impact, will be to develop brain imaging tools for measuring the synaptome in living individuals. The feasibility of this approach is supported by correlations between functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and the synaptome and synapse proteomes in brain regions of mice and humans (Roy et al. 2018b; Zhu et al. 2018).

**EVOLUTION IN THE SYNAPTOMIC THEORY**

A key feature of the synaptomic theory is the complexity of the proteome of individual synapses, as this confers the molecular computational properties that underlie the capacity to detect and discriminate patterns of neural activity. The expansion in the synapse proteomes was driven by genome duplications that generated paralog diversity and expanded the number of complexes and supercomplexes, thereby creating an opportunity for vertebrates to expand their synapse diversity. We mapped the synaptomes of two postsynaptic paralogs, PSD95 and SAP102, and found distinct and overlapping expression at the individual synapse level, thereby confirming that these molecular evolutionary events increased synapse diversity and the complexity of synaptome maps (Zhu et al. 2018). Our characterization of behavioral and physiological phenotypes in mice carrying mutations in paralogs strongly supports the conclusion that genomic evolution drove synapse proteome and synaptome complexity, with the result of generating the more complex higher cognitive functions that characterize vertebrate species (Nithianantharajah et al. 2013; Ryan et al. 2013).

Synaptome mapping of different species—comparative synaptomics—will likely be important for understanding animal behavior and the utility of species as models of human disease. Humans and mice diverged from a common ancestor ∼90 million years ago and share a conserved brain architecture, which can now be mapped at single-synapse resolution using synaptomic methods. Such species comparisons using synaptome mapping could provide unique insights, including whether there are species-specific synapse types and if the specialization of brain regions, such as human language regions, show particular synapse compositions.

Our understanding of synapse molecular evolution is also relevant to the prediction made by the synaptomic theory that LTP is a modulatory mechanism that gates the retrieval of information stored in synaptomes because the dynamic properties of synapses arose from the ancient signaling complexes present in prokaryotes (Emes et al. 2008; Emes and Grant 2011, 2012), several billions of years before LTP in metazoan synapses. LTP is therefore a late-evolved mechanism that modulates a more ancient and fundamental mechanism of behavior.

**SYNAPTOME MAPPING AND NEW BEHAVIORAL VISTAS**

In principle, synaptic theory could account for many features of behavior, including some that are presently mysterious. Specializations of synaptome maps in different regions of the brain (Roy et al. 2018a,b; Zhu et al. 2018) would be expected to provide the specialized functions ascribed to those regions (Fig. 7). For example, the language regions of the human neocortex have a specific PSP composition (Roy et al. 2018b). Language could be encoded in the synaptome maps in this region and the input of patterns of nerve impulses originating from the auditory system could induce sequences of synaptome outputs that correspond to the perceptual building blocks of language—namely, phonemes and words. Consider the illustration in Figure 6, but replace each mouse behavior with a particular sound, and each synaptome response would represent a phoneme, and the sequence of these in the “movie” could generate the representation of words and phrases. In this way, the synaptome map could encode the representation of language. This is an appealing model as (i) the genetic mechanisms that define a “language synaptome map” could account for the observation that
there is an innate and universal language capacity (in humans) (Chomsky 1967); (ii) a developmental increase in synapse diversity could explain the increase in vocabulary and syntactical complexity that occurs during childhood; and (iii) experience-dependent changes in the language synaptome map could, in principle, explain the acquisition of specific languages.

It is also interesting to consider that multiple synaptome maps could be connected into a chain and the output of this chain could generate more complex and diverse temporal responses, which might underpin longer and more complex behavioral sequences (Fig. 7B). It is implicit in the synaptomic theory that the hierarchical molecular properties that build a synaptome map would themselves be a higher-order building block for anatomical hierarchies based on the connections between these maps. This molecule-to-system hierarchical model has small-world network topology at multiple levels, including the molecular networks (Pocklington et al. 2006; Roy et al. 2018a,b) and the anatomical synaptome architecture at the systems neuroscience level (Zhu et al. 2018). It will be of great interest to dissect the genetic mechanisms that influence these different levels of the hierarchical architecture as they may underpin the logical framework, the constraints, and the species differences in the behavioral repertoire. It follows that the molecular regulatory mechanisms that control the levels of the hierarchy will be disrupted in neurological diseases, which will manifest with a pattern of behavior defined by the reprogrammed synaptome architecture.

CONCLUSION

This article outlines a new theory for behavior based on the complexity of the PSP, synapse diversity, and the dynamic physiological properties of synapses in response to patterned activity. The framework and logic for the synaptomic theory is based on a “bottom-up” understanding of the molecular basis of synapse diversity, its spatial organization into synaptome maps, and the molecular mechanisms responsible for detecting and discriminating patterns of activity. Synaptome maps comprising dynamically diverse synapses have the capacity to store information including temporal sequences, which may underlie behavioral and perceptual sequences. Although there are stark contrasts in the fundamental principles of the synaptomic and connectionist theories, they are by no means mutually exclusive, and it will be important to integrate these two models. For example, we need to understand more about the synapse diversity on individual neuron types, how defined connected circuits in which neurons and dendrites having diverse synapses can function, and how neuromodulatory processes and other forms of synaptic plasticity gate the function of synaptomes built from dynamically diverse synapses.

A key feature of the synaptomic theory is that it is grounded in the genome and proteome, which provides a direct path from the hundreds of genetic diseases that affect synapses to the mechanisms of behavioral change observed in these disorders. The connectome and connectionist theory currently lacks this molecular logic and the power to explain genetic disease phenotypes. A potentially more profound contribution of synaptic theory is that it outlines a clear path from genes to the physiological mechanisms of information processing in an evolutionary framework. By integrating the mechanisms of genome evolution, synaptomic theory provides a mechanism for the evolution of behavior that can be rigorously quantified and studied using molecular methods. The molecular synaptic mechanisms within this theory are not restricted to organisms with nervous systems and thus the theory spans all organisms to the last universal common ancestor ∼3.5 billion years ago.

This outline of synaptomic theory suggests many new kinds of experiments and tests of the theory. Current synaptomic methods have opened a new window on the complexity of the brain and suggest exciting and unexplored possibilities conferred by synapse diversity and synaptome architecture. There is a pressing need to develop new methods for the simultaneous study of the molecular and physiological properties of single synapses in tissue and the intact behaving animal. The vast number of synapses is a hallmark of the brain, and the capacity to study them in large numbers using systematic methods is a new and important “omic” frontier in neuroscience.
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